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To John MoLoughlin. Esq ., 
Chief F11ctor, 

&:c., cl:c., 

Fort Vancouver fonds ~ 
Report from James Douglas to John 
Mcloughlin 

On board the "Beaver" 
Steam Vessel 

lat October. 1840. 

Dear Sir, - - Raving communicated .in my former letters such 

information as I conceived worthy of your attention, respecting 

the state of business at Forts Nisqually and Langley, I will 

now further inform you that we left the latter post with the 

Steam Vessel, early on the 5th of May and arrived successively 

on the 11th and 14th following at Forte MoLoughlin and Simpson . 

The trade and resources of these posts being well 

known to you, a special notice of them in this place would 

appear superfluous, I will therefore pass over the subject 

without remark and take the libert7 of calling your attention 

to another part of the coast, namely Queen Charlotte's Sound, 

with Johnstone 1 s Straits, and Vancouver 1 s Island, the t rade of 

which is now left to the "Beaver" where useful changes may be 

made. in the not improbable event of that vessel being disabled 

or unavoidably called off from the present range of duties by 

the increase and pressure of business to the Northward . In 

either of those cases I would propose that a permanent establish

ment be formed in a central position convenient for the resort 

of the Natives being a better and less expensive method of carry

ing on the trade, than by leaving it, as we now do, to the 

shipping. 

The object here proposed, can be affected at an 

inconsiderable increase in our present outlay, while the excess 

will be largely repaid, by the ultimate reduction in the expense 

of management; A steady market will moreover stimulate the 

industry of our regular customers in that quarter and further 

serve as a point of attraction to other more distant tribes, in

habiting the continental Canals and the West Coast of Vancouver's 

Island, with whom our intercourse has been hitherto limited to 

oasual meetings of very rare occurrence. And should our views 

hereafter extend beyond the mere traffic of peltries, we will 
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have it in our power to cult ivate the fishe r ies of these shores 

which, judging from the abundan::e of excellent Salmon I saw 

there, will yield a large produce, and may become a valuable 

auxiliary business . But admitting even that advantages , such 

as are here described, would not result f r om this measure, i t will 

become a matter of necessity to provide in one shape or other 

for the security of this valuable sect ion of the coast tra de, in 

either of the cases I have above supposed and a ssuredly the most 

certain and least expensive means of atta ining t he object , is by 

the plan hare submitted of ma intaining a permanent es t ablishment . 

The place, which I consider , in all r espects most sui table for 

this purpose is the neighborhood of Neweete, near the south em 

of Vancouver' s Island, wher e there are several good harbours 

accessible to shipping at every sea son, and which is almost d i 

rectly in the centre of the Native population being about equi

dist ant from the most Souther ly tribes of J ohnst one 1 s Straits 

and those liv ing in the Vicinity of Fort McLoughlin , a Post that, 

if opposi tion could be kept away might then perhaps be dispensed 

with altogether; on this point, however, experience will be t he 

sa fest guide: but at all events while in possession of this 

additional. post at Neweete, Fort Simpson, at the opposi te extr eme 

of the British Territory, with Fort McLoughlin in the centre, th e 

t rade of the Coast will without any extraneous aid what ever, be 

as completely protected against every probable contingency a s 

circumstances will ever permit . 

To return to the narrative o f our journey, we left 

Fort Simpson on the 19th May and arrived in two days at St iki ne. 

The officer in charge for the Russian Company having no orders to 

surrender the Post into our hands, I pushed on to Sitka t hrough 

a line of Inland canal s in c ompany with the Russian Steam Vessel 

(which by the bye i s no match in speed for the Beaver ) and 

ar r ived there on the 25th . I immediately wai ted on Hi s 

Excellency Captain Kaupreanoff the Governor, and we fell to. 

business without delay. We began by fixing the precise extent 

of our r espect ive limits of t r a de, consistently with t he 
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pr ovisions of the agreement and having settled that point, we 

were led to consider the ways and means of preserving these 

mutually conceded rights without prejudice to the interests 

respectively a t stake, an i mportant object to both parties but 

of very difficult attainment on this coast on account of the 

constant and general intercourse, which exists between the in

habitants of our own Territory and the i slands belonging to the 

Russian Company. The Governor who appeared keen and tenacious 

on the latter point, proposed that Agents should be mutually 

appointed to reside at the respective Forts who might receive 

all furs brought in my Indians of their side, but this plan ap

peared to me in every respect so unpleasant and objectionable 

and otherwise so ill calculated to prevent deception that I would 

not consent to it and suggested as a more liber al as well as a 

more effective expedient that the character of the pa rties should 

stand in pledge of their conduct and in accordance with this view 

of the subject, the 4th article of the deed No. 1, which I trans

mit, binding both parties to restore Furs received from Indiana 

of the other part was framed and adopted. On the other point, 

the settlement of the Boundaries I h&d less difficulty and you 

will perceive by the 2nd article of the same document t hat the 

terms obtained are more liberal than we could of right insist 

upon, it was afterwards detennined to introduce an equal tariff 

over the whole Coast, whenever such a step can be taken with 

safety. The other point brought under discussion being of minor 

importance I need not occupy your time with a detail of them here , 

as the dooument before referred to will supply any further in

formation. I must in justice add that I received the most polite 

attention from the Russian Authorities during my stay at Sitka; 

they cert ainly appear anxious to cultivate our friendship, and I 

firmly believe that they will do us full justice; our proceedings 

will I trust be marked by the same honourable spirit, a breach of 

faith on either side must banish confidence and prove in its 

consequences injurious to both. 

To your proposal of using Bodega as a port of 
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entrance for the export of Cattle f r om California, there exi s ts 

no objection on their part, but they do not feel at liberty to 

enter into our views without sanction of that Government, this 

however is a matter of ver y l ittle i mportance as they intend to 

abandon their establishment at Bodega, as soon a s they can wind 

up their affairs. They decline for the present entering int o 

any arrangement respecting the purchase of Sugars, in consequence 

of their having a stock on hand equal to four years ' consumption, 

besides an unfinished contract for a further supply. 

I coul d make no desirable arrangement for the 

manufacture of their flour, as they have a mill at Sitka, that 

answers every purpose of grinding the rough meal used by their 

s ervants. 

As soon as our business at Sitka was closed we 

r eturned to Stikine, received possession of the fort on t he 1st 

June, and the following evening reached Fort Simpson, the bar que 

Vancouver arrived next day with our supplies from the Columbia 

we i mmediately proceeded to land the outfits of the Southern Posts 

and by the 10th of the month, we were again on the move the 

"Beaver" having the "Vancouver" in tow . On the 17th following 

both vessels anchored off the mouth of the Taco, amidst masses 

of floating ice. I started with an a rmed party the same day, 

to explore the River, a purpose that we effected without molesta

tion f r om the Natives, to the dist ance of }5 miles and r eturned 

to the vessels late on the 20th . 

This journey was not productive of any very satisfact

ory information; the Taoo disemboguea into a Gulf in Stephens 
0 Passage, running interiorally from Point Sal.isbury Lat: 58 59 ' 

19" its northern entrance; it may be classed with the Wallamet te 

in magnitude, discharging probably a greater body of water , much 

more diffused at its entrance where the channel is l¼ miles 

broad and for¾ of a mil e so s hallow, at the r eflux of the tide 

as to be impassable by any larger Crafts than Canoes, which they 

drag through t he mud; there is however a rise at ordinary tides, 
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of 12 feet when a snall vessel may easily enter and proceed 10 

miles upward with safety. The current then becomes strong and 

broken by rocky shoals, so that this point may be considered the 

l imit of Ship navigation. The ships boats being too clumsy for 

inland travelling, we found the ascent arduous but per fec t ly 

safe , and the River on the whole well adapted for the description 

of Craft generally used in the transport of the Countr y; and the 

Indians moreover told me that it was equa lly good for 76 miles 

beyond, making its nav igable extent for small Craft ter minate a t 

about 111 miles f r om the Coast . 

In the selection of a site for the establishment 

had circumstances been otherwise favorable I would have built on 

some point in the River near the probable limits of Ship Naviga

tion, but we discover ed ther eat, as well as for many miles above, 

and in every part of the River below an invincible obs tacle to 

our wishes in the extr eme poverty of Timber suitable either for 

fuel or building purposes there being in fact no WJOd in that 

part of the valley, except Willows , Alders, poplar trees scar cely 

l arger and a very few dwarf pines . Other objections of a most 

serious kind, wer e moreover opposed to our building there, the 

winters are so sever that the River as well as the head of the 

Gulf leading to it are frozen over or become so much obstr ucted 

by floating ice as to cut off all communications with the sea, so 

that supposing the fort placed there, not only would t he ma jor 

part of Taco tribe who always winter on the Coast be kept f r om 

visiting it during a great part of the year, but the exceedingly 

more valuable trade of the district between Taco and Cross 

Sound w011ld be also completely beyond r ea ch. Abandoning there

fore all thoughts of forming our Establishment at the mouth of 

the River , we next had recourse to the Gulf in its vicinity in 

that no suitable spot was to be found on its desolate shores. 

We were consequently let to extend our researches to the coast 

outside of the Gulf, and at length by the aid of a friendly 

Indian we disoovered the side which the Fort now occupies in a 

safe harbour of easy access about 15 miles South of the Taco . 
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The situation is in every respect favourable being well supplied 

with fresh water having abundance of good timber while it is 

directly in the highway of trade at a convenient distance for t he 

people of Chilc&t and Cross Sound and should it hereafter be 

desirable we can push into the interior with as much facility 

from it as from any point nearer the River. 

Our building operations were commenced on the 24th 

June and by the 12th August after seven weeks of unremitted toil 

we had sever al buildings erected and the defences of the Fort 

completed in a manner sufficiently formidable to resist any open 

v iolence of the Natives . I then determined to carry into effect 

a design I had previously formed of visiting the line of Coast 

extending from Tako northward to Cross Sound, and for this purpose 

I removed from the shore into the Steam vessel and departed on 

our proposed journey, Dr . Kennedy being left behind to carry on 

the work. From the commencement of our enterprise up to that 

time , we had seen few of the tribes who inhabit the populous 

district situated to the northward of Tako; I at first a ttributed 

their reserve to ignorance of our arrival, but when week after 

wee\ had passed away without bringing us into more familiar 

intercourse with them, I was forced to ascribe their absence to 

other causes, and became impressed with the opinion that they 

either feared or disliked the vicinity . One of the main objects 

therefore that I proposed to gain by this journey was the removal 

of any such feelings that might exist among the natives to the 

prejudice of our interests while we would have an opport unity of 

conci lliating their good-will and perhaps succeed in producing a 

warm and kindly feeling to,vards the Fort. 

On our way northward we spoke the Russian American 

Steam Vessel, returning from a cruise among the harbours on their 

side of Cross Sound, undertaken as ?Jr. Lindenberg her collllll8nder 

informed me at the instance of the inhabitants, who repeatedly 

sent messages to Sitka for the purpose of hastening their visit ; 

he also informed me that he had traded about 60 Sea Otter s during 

the cr uise . From the good fortune that had attended hi m, we were 
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of course led to form flattering anticipations respecting the 

result of our own voyage, and we pushed on rapidly to "Kucknaoo" 

the principal town on the continental shore of Cross Sound, and 

anchored in its vicinity. Our hopes of trade were here quickly 

dispelled, we found to our great disappointment the town almost 

empty and the few remaining inhabitants without a single skin of 

any description among them. We learned from these that the 

greater part of the Tribe were actually at that time, and had been 

since the Spring living at Thla-ha-eek in Behring's Bay, several 

degrees north of Cape Spencer , where according to custom, they go 

every year to fish and hunt furs; from thence they were expected 

home in the month of August and they moreover informed us that a 

few of their friends had sold all their furs at the Russian 

Steam Vessel, that we had just before met. This report was, in 

a manner corroborated by the want of Furs among the Indians there 

present; and our consequent disappointment more than disposed me, 

at the moment, to receive it as an undoubted fact, al tho' I must 

not conceal that our want of success might be traced to other 

sources with as great an amount of probability as to the cause 

here assigned; we cannot therefore in fairness entertain so grave 

a charge without clearer proofs than the mere testimony of 

Indians. Let the fact be as it may, 1· thought the case of so 

much importance as affording a precedent which might effect our 

future relations with the Russian American Company that I pointed

ly made it the leading subject of a letter which I lately address

ed to Captn. Etoline the present Governor of Sitka, who I presume 

will see justice done, if he discovers that our rights have been 

invaded. I did everything in my power to leave a favorable 

impression of the "English11 on the minds of the Indians we saw 

here, and I am disposed to think they will not hereafter so 

anxiously solicit the Russians to visit them as they are reported 

to have done this year. If there be any dread of such an event, 

the Steam Vessel should be sent early in August to remain there 

until the beginning of September when the bulk of the years trade 
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would be secured, and the Fort would pick up the rest of their 

Furs. There are no navigable rivers in Cross Sound, our aide 

of it being bounded by an unbroken range of bleak mountains, 

covered with perpetual snow. On leaving Cross Sound we ran to 

the Chilcat village at the north west end of Lynn Channel. The 

people of Chilcat are numerous, bold and enterprising. At the 

period of Vancouver's discovery they attacked his boats while 

engaged in the survey of Lynn Channel, since that time various 

acts of aggressions committed upon trading vessels, visiting their 

shores, have served to mainta in their notoriety and eventually 

attaches to them the character of being the most perfidious and 

mischievous of the Coe.st Tribes. In one daring attempt to capture 

an American Vessel they were most severely punished and left 

45 of their number slain on the Ships deck. The recollection 

of the memorable defeat, which, as a body they are longing to 

revenge is still fresh in their minds, and I was told that they 

had thoughts of exacting the penalty from us, because we have the 

misfortune to speak a language in common with the Americans. 

Knowing these circumstances and sensible of the pernicious 

influence which a rupture with them in the outset of our career, 

would have on our affairs the vessel was effectually arrayed in 

all the trappings of defensive war, to damp the ardours that the 

prospect of an eary conquest might inspire, and vb.en we anchored 

among them, every precaution was taken to prevent surprise i n a 

way that neither evinced nor excited a lar m. Whatever may have 

been their intentions they behaved to us in a friendly and civil 

manner; by the aid of our interpreter I chatted freely with ttle 

principal Chiefs who were received on board, and feasted with 

Bread and Molasses, seasoned with tobacco. Without appearing ac

quainted with their previous history, I made them clearly to under

stand that we were a perfectly distinct people from the Americans 

and that our vessel had never before been in that part of the world . 

They became evidently satisfied of this and one of the 

number in a very decent speech observed that their people had been 
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thinned by the sword and pestilence (meaning the Small- pox) but 

continued the speaker the English are now come to replace the 

friends we have lost and we shall esteem them as such. These 

flowers of Rhetoric were of value only when considered as indica

tions of a growing good feeling, and I add with pleasure that their 

conduct to us both on the occasion of which I now speak and sub

sequently when a number of them visited the Fort, was strictly in 

keeping with their professions. These preliminaries over, we 

proceeded to trade and eventually parted with them on the most 

amicable terms after leaving in their hands a present of tobacco, as 

a token of friendship, for several of the Chief men whom we wer e 

prevented from seeing by their absence from home , at the time of our 

visit . 

This tribe inhabits seven villages extending at irregular 

distances, from the mouth to 30 miles up the River Chilcat which 

together with another navigable stream of lesser note flows from the 

north and eastward into the head of Lynn Channel. The latter takes 

its rise in a considerable lake 60 miles from the Coast that has no 

other practical outlet; while the course of the Chilcat, though deep 

and of considerable breadth, at the entrance is scarcely so protract

ed its navigable limit, where the river, is lost in a countless 

number of mountain torrents being reached in three moderate days 

travelling. 

Distant excursions into the Interior are made every 

summer by the Chilcat people for the purpose of trade, in the pur 

suit of this object, they follow the course of the Chilca t river 

for a time, leave their canoes when it ceases to become navigable 

and perform the remainder of their Journey on foot atten:led by a 

crowd of slaves, who carry their provisions and packs of goods - -

In six days they traverse the mountainous region which 

bounds the coast, and enter a level thinly wooded country inhabited 

by the people with whom they traffic . From the direction of their 

route, and the distance travelled this section of the country must lie 
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between the maritime chain of Mountains, on this coast, and the 

range which borders the western bank of McKenzie's River beyond 

the 60th Parallel of North latitude. 

I could not discover if the people who live there, have 

any intercourse with our Forts on the McKenzie, but as the existence 

of these seem unknown to the Chiloat traders it is probable they 

are not within the circle of our acquaintance. From Lynn Channel 

we returned direct to the Fort, without stopping at any other plaoe 

there being but one intermediate to•.-.n named "Au.ke" on the way whose 

inhabitants had visited us several times before my departure up on 

this circuit. 

On our return we ran close in with the Continental shore 

and could observe that it uniformly presents an unvarying outline of 

lofty snow covered mountains to appearance compact and unbroken ex

cept at the mouth of the Tako which way we therefore considered as 

the only outlet between the Fort and Chilcat River. I have already 

mentioned that we ascended the Taco, in the ships boats to the com

puted distance of 35 miles and found the ascent arduous but perfectly 

safe and moreover that vessels of light draught may ascend to the 

· distance of ten miles from the sea; and that it is navigable far 76 

miles beyond the point of my return I may here furtb3r communicate 

that the Taco Indians carry on a regular traffic with the people that 

live at this navigable boundary that the river is on both sides 

shut in by inaccessible mountains which extend fifty miles into the 

interior and terminate in an open level country, with its peculiar 

features of Lakes and streams of water abounding with Beaver, and 

possessing great natural Beauty, on such points we must allow much 

for the paintings of fancy but even while keeping this indespensable 

precaution in view I see no reason to discredit the general fidelity 

of the Indian statement here given. 

The last excursion I made before my final departure 

from Fort Tako was to Port Snettisham 57° 54 ' 3511 West Long; 133° 58 • 

to visit a river named Sitko which flows into that harbour by a fine 

bold entrance opening through the mountains as nearly as we could 
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estimate of a mile broad. We carried soundings of l.5 fm. for 

three miles up, when the water suddenly shoaled to l, 2 and 3 feet 

for 2¼ miles, the depth afterward was very irregular but never 

exceeded 18 ft. The river is not so large as the "Tako" and merits 

notice merely from the circumstance of its affording a passage 

difficult indeed but still practicable through the otherwise impen

etrable barrier of mountains that girds the sea ooast into the 

hitherto sealed country east of it . 

The outline of this River like the others I lave de

scribed consists of even loftier mountains than I saw elsewhere 

sloping abruptly into a very narrow valley through which the River 

winds its course in a north by east direction as far as I could trace 

it . 

A few of t he most enterprising of the Port Snettisham 

Indiana ascend Sitko every year i n the month of September when the 

force of the summer flood has abated, and the water is in the most 

favorable state. In these journeys they travel in small light canoes, 

which are carried over 8.11 places, where the passage by water appears 

difficult or would expose them to danger. 

In the course of ten days they reach the first inland 

Tribe, who live about 90 miles from the coast, with these people they 

do an inconsiderable traffic in peltries. The mountainous region ex

tends to an unknown distance beyond the habitation of the inland Tribe, 

and notwithstanding the unfavorable character of the country with 

the small quantity of furs now drawn from it, we are told that it 

abounds with fur bearing animals a statement which looks rather 

contradictory, altho 1 we might suppose the present paucity of pro 

duction to arrive from the poverty of the traders, who have not 

means to make extensive purchases and consequently the hunters can 

have no motive for exertion. 

Having thus visited the only three considerable Rivers 

known to the Natives between Stikine and Cape Spencer, our business 

having al so attained a certain degree of form and stability vm.ile Fort 

Tako being strong enough for defence and not further requiring the 
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presence of a protective force we left it on the 25th August, on 

our r eturn to the Columbia. Mr . Kennedy according to appointment 

was left in charge of Fort Tako, with Mr . Roderick Finley son as 

assistant and 24 men including two debilitated invalids, a reduction 

of four men may be safely made next year, but all further measures 

of retrenchment must of course be regulated by the temper and future 

deportment of the Natives who are dar ing and numerous. 

The Fort is built in a convenient harbour N. Late. 58° 6 1 

10" West Longe. 133° 591 30" nearly midway between the Tako and Sitko 

Rivers being about 24 miles distant from each. 

The following tabular view exhibits the estimated strength 

of the tribes who resort to this establishment. 

Saindan ••••• quanay 
Tako •••••••• quanay 
Auke •••••••• quanay 
Hoona •• • •••• quanay 
Chiloat ••••• quanay 

Place of Residence . 
Number 

of 
ablemen. 

Port Snett1sham..... 80 
Tako River & Fort ... 70 
Ht . End of Douglas Isld • • •• 180 
Cross Sound. ... • • • • • • • • • • • 400 
Lynn Chamiel ••• • • ••••••••• 600 

1,330 

Estimated 
animal 

hunts in 
made 

Beaver. 

200 
500 
200 
400 

1, 000 

2.300 

Their numerical force as here given is if snyt hing under

rated, so perhaps may be their estimated hunts , which we had no means of 

a scertaining with greater accuracy, in the two months f r om 24th June 

to 24th August, we traded furs to the va.lue of £800 nearly, and we 

may reasonably expect that the return will for a time continue on 

the increase a s the Indians from being closely atte:rxled to and having 

a mar ket at their door will hunt better than formerly. In their 

general intercourse with us we found them quiet and civil but when

ever the sale of a beaver skin was talked of, they displayed a rest

less grasping avidity with and artful pertinacity in drawing a hard 

bargain exceeding anything of tm kind I ever saw. 
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In establishing the trade we were obliged to yield in 

some measure to the force of a dverse circumstances, it was my inten

tion to introduce a low standard of trade that is to say to make a 

2¼ pt . Blanket the equivalent of a ful.l sized Beaver; but I could not 

succeed without hazarding the loss of half our t rade which v.ould 

have gone into the hands of slave dealers f rom the Russian Territory 

who were hovering around watching a favorable moment to dispose of 

their stock; we made great exertions to beat them from the market, 

but despite our efforts they contrived to carry off a few lots of 

Beaver. 

The natives in this quarter hold a great many Slaves 

and set so high a value on them that they in a manner constitute the 

measure of wealth and rank in the Tribe . In consequence of this 

state of things every attempt made on our part to r aise the Tariff 

was unvariably resisted, and the Furs devoted by their owners to the 

purchase of slaves. This is an evil from which there is no present way 

of escape as the detestable traffic in human beings with its fearful 

train of guilt and wretchedness will exist in unmitigated force as 

long as it proves a tempting source of profit to those engaged in it 

and no means short of a total revolution in the moral and social 

state of those Tribe s will lead them to with-hold the temptation . 

The provision resources of Tako have been so far unproductive; we 

were all summer almost entirely dependant on the stock of grain and 

salt fish brought with us from t.he Columbia ; on my departu re a 

t welve months stock still reunined in store which will support the 

establishment until a fresh · supply can be sent by the Ship of next 

year. 

I ho-pe that circumstances will in this respect improve, 

and render all further aid beyond that supply unnecessary as deer 

and fish of various kinds, abound in the neighbourhood of the For t 

which the impulse of new and growing wants will eventually teach the 

Indians to pursue with more ardour than they now feel . 

Having left Tako, as before stated on the 25th of August , 

we arrived on the following day at Stikine. When this place came 
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into our possession on the lat of last June, Mr. Willi(lm Glen Rae 

was left in charge assisted by Mr. John McLaughlin with an estab

lishment of 20 labouring servants whi ch in the circumstances of 

the place I considered barely enough for its protection; as the 

defences are not formidable and the natives are rude and turbulent . 

In fact as soon as we had left the place on our route to Tako 

they became insufferably saucy; they demanded an exorbitant 

price for their Beaver, and on this being resisted. they had 

recourse to threats of violence, broke the dam of a small water 

mill near the Fort, out off its external supply of water, and did 

all the mischief in their power. 

Divided at other times into parties mutually Jealous 

of each other, the whole Tribe were united on this occasion by 

one common object, and acted in concert largely with the view of 

frightening us into terms such as they chose to impose . Th~ 

pursued their object for a time with im astonishing degree of 

unity and tenacity of purpose but Mr. Rae who amid all these trying 

events had displayed great temper and firnmess, at length succeeded 

in dissolving the c onfederaoy, when tranquility was gradU'l lly 

restored, and trade resumed at a very small ~onoession on the 

prices we first offered, after it had been for ten days entirely 

suspended. Since that time several petty disputes have arisen 

from various causes, but there has been no general or danger ous 

compinn tion against the fort, on the contrary a gro,nng good 

feeling for us is perceptible among the Natives generally 'l'hile 

several of the pO'Rerful gangs have even gone to the length of 

taking up arms in our behalf. 

The Native name of this Tribe is Seca.t-quanay, they 

number about 600 able men and are now the only people within our 

territorial limits who regularly frequent Stikine for trade. In 

the three months from June to August of the current year, they 
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traded £1.500 worth of furs, a promising beginning and I trust 

the precursor of handsome annual terms. 

The provision resources of this Post are now more 

than equal to meet the wants of its Establishment, in fact the 

waters abound with Salmon, and the forests with deer which the 

Natives sell cheerfully at a moderate price. On one occasion 

300 carcases of Deer were traded in 1.5 days by the late Russian 

Commandant and we found no difficulty in procuring any number 

wanted for our own use . If barrels could be provided 100 tierces 

of salmon might be cured annually at this place, for exportation 

in addition to the quantity required for its own consumption. 

This Fort is now fully supplied with provisions for 

the year, and will need no further aid in this shape from the 

Columbia . Through the kindness of the Governor of Sitka, I 

obtained a good chart of the Stikine River, drawn from the 

Russian survey to the distance of .50 miles from the sea. 

There is a continued channel broad and deep Enough for vessels 

to that point, and we have no reason to suppose it terminates 

there. An extensive land stretches aero as the mouth of the 

River, intersected by two narrow channels, that a ship m~ 

safely run through, which renders the entrame difficult, but 

beyond this shoal there is no other known obstacle except the 

resistance of a powerful current to impede the Steam Vessels 

advance to the limit of the Russian survey. 

Having now communicated the leading particulars of 

our swnmers operations together with such heads of information 

as I could collect respecting our newly acquired territory at 

the coast and the country interior from it, I have further to 

state on that subject, that the two existing Establishments at 

Stikine and Tako, afford every accommodation 1l:> the Natives in 

the way of trade; consequently no additional po st on the sea 

coast north of Tako is required for the prosecution of the 
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business or holds out a probability of defraying its own ex

penses. 

In reference to the feasibility of carrying our 

settlements into the interior, the preceding pages show tha t so 

far as r egards mere natural obstacles of r oute, the object is 

clearly attainable by making ~~e Tako and Stikine Rivers our 

lines of communication. 

Taking the question however as a mare matter of 

profit end loss, I think in regard to the last nnmed river 

that in our present circumstances holding as we actually do 

the Fort of Stikine we will gain nothing by the attempt, as 

t he country available for settlement is not extensive enough 

t o support another post in addition to Fort Stikine. 

Thus the distazx:e from the mouth of the Stikine 

River to the Rocky Mountains near its navigable head do es not 

exceed 1.50 miles; Mr. Campbell of McKenzie ' s River district 

mentions that the passage of a mountainous r egion from thence 

t o Dease 1 s Lake is performed, in three days wow-shoe walking , 

thereby establishing the proximity of these two points namely 

the navigable head of the Stikine River and Dease ' s La.Im . 

From the fact it is evident that if we push a post 

eastward from Stikine River it will exercise a pernicious 

influeme on the trade of Fort Halket, on the other hand a 

post formed at the head of Stikine River, the grand rendez-vous 

of the Coast Traders would suffer from their miachievous 

interfer ence, a nd get furs very little cheaper than on the 

Coast while i t would in a great measure out off the trade, 

und leave nothing to be done at Fort Stikine. 

The Taco River though less a ccessibl e than the 

Stikine presents inter iorly a wider f ield for discovery and 

impr ovement , if a way can be found of reaching it, but we have 

here to encounter the one great difficulty incident t.o all 
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rivers on the North West Coast, the absence of navigable 

tributaries, while the main branch extends in a navigable 

form to the distance of only 111 miles from the sea the point 

where the Coast and interior Indians meet for trade. 

If our progress into the country be arrested at that 

place, and we cannot get beyond the influence of the coast 

prices, an establishment there would only serve as in the 

case at Stikine to multiply charges by purchasing furs in the 

interior which can be bought almost as chiefly on the coast 

without the expense and risk of sending for them. The course 

of the Chilcat River is unfortunately confined to the Maritime 

district and does not even penetrate beyond the mountains. 

The Chilcat people pursue their trading journeys on foot and 

enjoy the range of the great valley north of the 60th parallel 

of Latitude extending on one side to the mountainous region 

west McKenzie's River and on the other to the Mountains on the 

Coast . The only way to draw its treasures forth will be to 

call out the services of the natives and push the trade by 

their means; the Russian Company have for some years past been 

in the habit of doing so by making considerable advances of 

goods to the people of Chilcat and Stikine for the purpose of 

trading 1n the interior and were in general punctually paid. 

This practice we may continue and even extend with advantage 

wherever it may be found difficult, too expensive or from 

other causes inexpedient to establish the interior that is in 

all such oases I would recommend that the natural enterpr ise 

of the native population should be turned to account by trusting 

certain individuals of them, wi t h small adventures, on the 

security of a sufficient property pledge, left 1n the Company's 

stores to insure punctual payment . The direct tendencies of 

this system would go to increase our general influence and i t 

may prove in the end the safest and least expensive way of 

improving the important territory in question. 
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Before closing this letter I may further info:nn you 

that the trade of the Southern Coast, that is fort Simpson, 

Fort McLoughlin and the Steam Vessel , has in the aggregate 

fallen short in value of last years returns, at the two 

posts solely in consequence of a decline in the Marten Trade 

while on the part of the "Beaver" we may to that cause a dd 

her absence during the greater part of the summer at Ta co . 

The number of Beaver and other skins at these 

places, exceeds the number collected last outfit, but the 

increase in these staple articles is not equal to the defa l 

ca tion in the marten trade arising simply from one of these 

fluctuations to which it has always been subject . 

Not withstanding t he partial decline the Company ' s 

affairs gener ally wear a prosper ous aspect and hold out f a i r 

pr omise for the purpose . The Steam Vessel is in a s tate of 

the highest order looking above and below as smooth and neat 

a s the day she l eft the downs. The engines continue t.o do 

their work well, and in no par t of the machinery can any 

signs of wear or decay be detected . The boilers are getting 

worse for the wear , and need a patch now and then, but the 

Engineers think them strong enough to stand the t ear and wear 

of two years further service. 

I remain , 

Dear Sir, 

Your most obedient 

very humble Ser vant , 

(Si gned) JAlrES DOUGLAS . 
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